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Abstract 
This study investigates stochastic saturation flow rate in Japan starting from shared permissive left-turn lane. The methods used 
in Highway Capacity Manual 2000 and Japan Society of Traffic Engineering (JSTE) guideline were analyzed and evaluated. The 
comparison results show that both HCM and JSTE tend to overestimate the performed saturation flow rate in shared left-turn lane. 
As for detailed analysis, lane blockage probability is interpreted by using a binary logistic regression model. Then an empirical 
model is proposed to test the effect of lane blockage and significant influencing factors on saturation flow rate estimation in 
shared left-turn lane. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In urban corridor operational performance evaluation, the quality of service provided to drivers by signalized 
intersections is usually measured in terms of average delay or travel time. Despite great efforts from previous 
research, the estimation results of these MOEs (Measure of Effectiveness) are not so promising yet. One of the 
major reasons can be attributed to insufficient concerns regarding heavy or unbalanced turning movements and their 
interaction with through traffic, which leads to, especially during near or over saturation periods, unsteady queue 
discharge rates of all individual movements. To make things worse, if the errors in saturation flow rate (SFR 
hereafter) estimation carry over to capacity or delay estimates, it would finally result in erroneous corridor 
performance evaluation. 
In addition, SFR or capacity analysis is an essential task in the operation stage of signalized intersections. 
Traditionally, according to Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (HCM hereafter), SFR is defined as the maximum 
number of vehicles in a period of time (commonly in one hour green) that can pass through a given lane group. 
However, this estimation task becomes difficult to perform satisfactorily when shared lanes are present.  
In Japan, where vehicles travel on the left side of the road, shared left-turn lanes are very common at signalized 
intersections. Being different from straight-through lane, shared left-turn lane allows both through and left-turn 
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vehicles to use this lane and share its SFR. Turning vehicles tend to have a slow discharge rate due to turning 
maneuver, which would probably reduce the departure efficiency of following through traffic. Moreover in Japan, 
left turners usually do not have a protected phase, that is, a permitted phase due to space limitations. Left turning 
vehicles have to filter through a conflicting traffic stream, represented by pedestrians and bicycles in the adjacent 
crosswalk. Consequently, owing to certain lane blockage probability this shared lane’s SFR would be reduced even 
further. 
To be brief, the SFR of shared left-turn lane at signalized intersections may bear larger fluctuation than the 
straight-through lanes. Unfortunately, previous studies on SFR or capacity reliability analysis mainly focus on 
through lane, and do not fully take in consideration the complicated discharge characteristics in shared left-turn lane. 
Moreover, most existing estimation models do not account for the impact of total lane blockage on shared departure 
efficiency thus limit their applicability especially during near or over-saturated traffic conditions.  
To contend with this critical issue, the paper intends to investigate stochastic SFR starting from shared left-turn 
lane and empirically explore its implications. Meanwhile, this study can also be regarded as an extension of the 
authors’ previous work (Tang and Nakamura, 2007). Detailed information would be provided in the following part. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A thorough literature review would be presented first and 
followed by the outline of 9 shared left-turn lanes at 6 surveyed signalized intersections located in Aichi Prefecture, 
Japan. The next section introduced the proposed SFR measurement methodology for shared left-turn lane. Then 
analyses are conducted in detail under two scenarios, with or without pedestrian and bicycle interference. The 
methods in HCM and JSTE guideline are brought into comparison against observed SFRs. The last section 
summarizes research conclusions and proposes recommendations for future work. 
2. Literature review 
The planning, design and operation of signalized intersections all require estimations for SFR under prevailing 
geometric, traffic and signal control conditions. However, SFR of the shared left-turn lane notably differs from 
straight-through lane according to discharge characteristics. The former is characterized by interactions between 
through and left-turn traffic, as well as making turns using filtering gaps. HCM 2000 uses a set of adjustment factors 
to estimate the shared left-turn SFR based on ideal SFR of through traffic. Note in U.S., vehicles travel on the right 
side of the road while right-turns correspond to left-turns in Japan. Herein the SFR of a shared left-turn lane (in 
Japan) is to be determined as, 
 
 ൌ  ଴	ୖ୘       (1) 
 
Where  is the estimated SFR for shared left-turn lane, in vehicles per hour of effective green interval per lane 
(vphgpl); ଴ is the ideal SFR, taken to be 1900 vphgpl; N is the number of lanes in the shared left-turn group; F is 
the product of seven adjustment factors related respectively to lane width, heavy vehicles, approach grade, parking, 
blocking effects of local buses, area type, and left-turns (in U.S.); and ୖ୘ is the adjustment factor for right-turns. 
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Where ୖ ୘ is the proportion of right-turn vehicles in the lane. 
Besides, it is worth mentioning that the analytical model for right-turn adjustment dealing with pedestrian-bicycle 
blockage, describing the interactions of right-turners and opposed flows, uses a conflict-zone-occupancy approach, 
which can also be found in Rouphail et al. (1998) and Allen et al. (1998). It is applied to estimate the average 
pedestrian and bicycle occupancy at the conflict zone respectively, and then determines the relevant occupancy 
combining the effects of both pedestrians and bicycles. However, it is simply based on a regression model with no 
rigorous theoretical background.  
Similarly in Japan, the types of adjustment factors used in the JSTE guideline (2007) are almost the same, 
although implemented in the form of a through-vehicle equivalent.  
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Where Ƚ୐୘ is the adjustment factor for shared left-turn SFR; ୐୘ is the through-vehicle equivalent for left-turning 
vehicles;  is the proportion of left-turning traffic in shared lane. 
All the factors above are derived based on simulation results. Then different conditions are suited based on an 
ideal through-lane SFR of 2000 vphgpl, higher than that suggested by HCM. One obvious drawback in this JSTE 
guideline is that no analytical model embedded in the simulation is presented. Only reference values simulated at 
ideal situations (i.e. green split equals to 0.5; pedestrian volume per cycle is set to 5, 20, 40 and 60, respectively.) are 
given, which makes it difficult for practical SFR adjustment under non-ideal situations. Kawai et al. (2005) also 
found the simulated factors might not satisfy all the boundary conditions in reality and sometimes significantly 
deviate from field observation.  
Meanwhile as another representative of shared left-turn SFR research in Japan, Kawai et al. (2005) dealt with this 
curb lane SFR theoretically, and presented a discharging flow model by dividing green phase into four intervals 
according to respective discharge patterns. Gap acceptance theory is included with a certain lane blockage 
probability. It is found that both HCM and JSTE guideline usually overestimate the SFR for shared lane. The 
proposed analytical model is capable of describing the generalized release process in such a detail that its 
applicability is somewhat weakened by so much parameter calibration and assumption treatment in microscopic 
modeling. 
Tang and Nakamura (2007) concentrated on SFR variability for through lanes in Japan through investigating 
discharge patterns. It was found that both headways compression in real part of a queue and constant discharge rates 
after the fourth vehicles exist. The factors, queue length and lane volume per cycle, are significantly effective on the 
discharge patterns. They also discovered the drivers at curbside through lanes might have kept close gaps during 
queue dissolving period to avoid being interrupted by the through traffic existing at neighboring shared left-turn 
lanes. Nevertheless, no more guidance was given on the magnitude of these potential friction influences. Nor was 
SFR of shared left-turn lane itself. 
As for comparison of simulation, analytical model (e.g. HCM) and field observations, Rouphail and Eads (1998) 
focused on evaluating CORSIM’s effectiveness for shared lane SFR estimation under four levels (i.e. none, light, 
moderate and heavy) of pedestrian-bicycle volume. The results showed that both analytical and simulation models 
suggest less pedestrian impedance in contrary to field data. However, there is one apparent limitation of this study 
that both turning proportion in shared lane and pedestrian volumes are fixed. Under fixed simulation scenarios, the 
pronounced stochastic nature existing in these influencing factors cannot be adequately captured. 
To sum up, some empirical studies have discovered or implied the discharge pattern in shared left-turn lane is 
more like a stochastic process, and the deterministic functions in existing guidelines for SFR estimation may not 
achieve so promising results yet. On the other hand, the SFR fluctuation for shared left-turn lane and its potential 
influence on the whole approach are not sophisticatedly taken into account the capacity and delay estimation 
procedure. Therefore, this study attempts to explore the stochastic nature of shared left-turn SFR, initially investigate 
the magnitude of variability it may occur, and make a comparison between observed SFRs and existing guidelines 
e.g. HCM. Hopefully, this study would serve as a basis for capacity or delay reliability analysis in the authors’ 
future work. 
3. Study sites and data collection 
Real-time traffic data was collected on workdays at 9 shared left-turn lanes of 6 representative signalized 
intersections, located in the urban area of Aichi Prefecture, Japan. The benchmark to examine the suitability of a site 
includes: 1) significant data samples available, especially for saturated cycles; 2) no queue spillback from the 
downstream signal; 3) feasibility for observations. Besides, distinct characteristics of shared left-turn lane in 
geometric conditions, traffic flow and signal control, are supposed to be covered in the extensive surveys. The 
details about the selected shared left-turn lanes are outlined in Table 1. All the intersections are fixed-time controlled 
with cycle lengths ranging from 120 to 165 seconds. At least two-hour video data (mainly covering peak hour) for 
each lane was obtained under good weather conditions.  
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Table 1 Outline of geometric characteristics, traffic flow conditions and signal control at the surveyed intersections in Japan 
 
Intersection Approach 
Lane 
configurati
on 
IS 
(m) 
LW 
(m) 
LT 
radius 
(m) 
No. of 
receivin
g lanes 
Pedestri
an and 
bicycle 
volume 
per hour 
QL 
(pcu
/c) 
PoHV 
(%) 
G 
(s) 
C 
(s) 
No. of 
cycles 
Survey 
Time 
Sunadabashi SB 
LT,R,R 37 2.75 19.1 1 256 28 3 
63 130 97 
7:00-
11:00 
LT,T,R 37 2.75 19.1 1 291 14 1 17:00-19:00 
Sakurayama 
EB LT,T,R 65 2.75 23 3 120 8 3 45 140 83 7:20-
10:20 WB LT,T, R 65 2.75 19.7 3 191 10 3 45 140 83 
Ueda_yippon
matu SB LT,T,R 72 2.75 15.6 2 85 15 2 60 160 46 
14:00-
16:00 
Kawana NB LT,T,R 66 3 26 2 78 11 3 50 150 72 7:20-10:20 
Suemoridori2 
WB LT,T,T,R 58 3 11.7 2 229 16 2 60 140 136 
9:00-
12:00 
(2 days) 
SB LT,T,R 58 2.75 17.8 3 131 16 3 42 140 135 
NB LT,T,R 58 2.75 16.1 3 129 17 3 42 140 135 
Taikoudori3 SB LT,T,T,R 28 2.75 18.8 3 152 12 1 64 150 57 7:20-10:20 
(Note: SB=Southbound, EB= Eastbound, WB= Westbound, NB= Northbound; IS = Intersection Size, the distance between opposite stop lines; LW = Lane Width; LT 
radius = Left-turn radius; No of receiving lanes = the total number of lanes in receiving approach available for left-turn vehicles; QL = Queue Length, heavy vehicles 
included; PoHV = Percentage of Heavy Vehicles; G = Green Time; C= Cycle Length; No. of cycles = Number of all the valid observation cycles.) 
4. Analysis methodology 
4.1. Data reduction 
Being consistent with recommendations in HCM, this study employed discharge headway for SFR estimation, 
which is defined as the difference of passing time between the rear axles of successive vehicles over the stop line. A 
time-recorder with a 1/10 second resolution helps data processing. Since only queuing vehicles were picked up for 
analysis, all discharged vehicles refer to the vehicles stopped by the red light or those joining the stationary queue 
after the green lights begin. To avoid the random impact of heavy vehicles on queue discharge, buses, mid-sized 
delivery trucks, and large trucks were excluded from the analysis. All the vehicles behind a large vehicle were also 
excluded. Then selected were cycle-based data samples with sufficient queue lengths and percentages of passenger 
cars. Considering available samples, the queues built up by more than eight small vehicles and less than 2 heavy 
vehicles were chosen in the analysis.  
Note here the first vehicle headway is determined as the time difference from the start of the green phase to its 
crossing time over the stop line. The headway of the second vehicle through the last vehicle in the standing queue is 
calculated by measuring the time between vehicles crossings. After estimating the vehicle headways, saturation 
headway h in shared left-turn lane is derived by averaging all the valid individual headways from the fifth vehicle, 
as shown in Equation (4). 
 
݄ ൌ ሺ݄ହ ൅ ݄଺ ൅ڮ൅݄௡ሻȀሺ݊ െ Ͷሻ    (4) 
 
Where n is the number of queued vehicles, hn is the nth individual headway. 
Then, SFR s is inversely proportional to saturation headway, which can be derived from Equation (5). 
 
ݏ ൌ ͵͸ͲͲȀ݄      (5) 
 
Herein the reason why shared left-turn lane takes the same SFR measurement method as straight-through lane is 
interpreted as follows. Generally, measuring shared left-turn SFR during permitted phase is complicated. HCM 
expects a steady discharging process in through lane after the first four vehicles crossing the stop line, as show in 
Figure 1. The proposed ideal SFR of 1900 vphgpl corresponds to a saturation headway of 1.9 seconds. Different 
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from through lanes, the expected maximum discharge rate or constant saturation headways are hardly to be achieved 
in shared left-turn lane. 
Instead, due to stochastic interactions between through, left-turn traffic, opposing pedestrians and bicycles, every 
discharge vehicle has the potential to get influenced. The vehicular movement in such a lane may not be continuous, 
so that discharge headways in shared left-turn lane usually show comparable fluctuation within the green phase. 
Figure 2 illustrates the phenomenon through one typical saturated cycle case at a study site. Irregular fluctuations 
imply the stochastic diverging of through and left turning vehicles. Thereinto, some continuous extreme headways 
(e.g. over 5 seconds in Figure 2) correspond to total lane blockage situation caused by severe conflict between 
pedestrians and continuous left-turn vehicles. 
Although there is no easily identifiable saturation states observed in shared left-turn lane, the first several 
headways are usually associated with start-up lost time, that is, the reaction of the drivers to the signal change. 
Evidently, if the leading left-turn vehicles must wait several seconds after the light turns green for a gap in the 
conflicting pedestrian and bicycle traffic, the measured headway no longer contains the reaction time delay. 
However, when the vehicles may turn immediately before shared lane blockage, the start-up lost time exists. Based 
on sufficient data samples with significant queuing vehicles, it is proposed that averaging all the valid individual 
headways from the fifth vehicle, suggested by HCM, could represent the saturation headway resulting from field 
departures. It helps give a clear picture of the discharge process in shared lane considering stochastic interactions 
mentioned above. 
 
Fig. 1. Headways in Through Lane in HCM (reproduced) Fig. 2. Headways in Shared Left-turn Lane (One Typical Saturated 
Cycle Sample at the study site of Suemoridori2) 
4.2. Headway samples classification 
In light of the research objectives stated before, two basic scenarios are proposed for SFR analysis. 
y Scenario : Shared departure without pedestrian and bicycle interference 
The headway samples mainly come from saturated part (all the queued vehicles) in unsaturated cycles, plus small 
saturated-cycle samples without pedestrian and bicycle influence. The purpose of Scenaro is to investigate the 
influence of left-turning proportion on mixed saturation departure rates.  
y Scenario : Shared departure with pedestrian and bicycle interference 
The data sources must be saturated cycle samples since pedestrian arrivals are only complete with all the green 
time recorded. The main point here is to firstly model lane blockage probability with key influencing factors taken 
into account, and then quantify its effects on SFR estimation for shared left-turn lane. 
5. Results of analysis 
5.1. Scenario 1: Without Pedestrian and Bicycle Interference 
Firstly, HCM and JSTE guideline are brought into comparison with SFR field observation. The ideal SFR in 
HCM (1900 vphgpl) is adjusted for the less-than-ideal conditions in shared left-turn lane, which includes lane width 
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and left-turn proportion adjustment for Scenario. On the other hand, according to JSTE guideline (2007), the ideal 
SFR value for shared left-turn lane is based on that of straight-through lane, i.e. 2000 vphgpl. All the adjustment 
factors are determined on the basis of simulation results. Limited by space, the specific adjustment description is not 
reviewed here. Instead, emphasis is put on results comparison and analysis. 
Figure 3 presents the comparison results of observed SFRs and adjusted SFRs by HCM and JSTE guideline for 
the surveyed shared left-turn lanes. The 45-degree line makes it easier to identify that in most cases HCM and JSTE 
guideline overestimate SFRs in share lane. This result agrees well with that stated by Kawai et al. (2005). 
Fig. 3. Comparison of Observed SFRs and Adjusted SFRs by HCM and JSTE guideline in Scenario  
 
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the relative margin of estimation errors, two statistics are employed, Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). MAPE returns the absolute percentage 
difference in both values while RMSE returns the average absolute difference. They are defined as: 
 
ܯܣܲܧ ൌ ቀଵேσ
ȁ௫೔ି௫ഢෞȁ
௫೔
ே
௜ୀଵ ቁ כ ͳͲͲΨ (5) 
ܴܯܵܧ ൌටଵேσ ሺݔ௜ െ ݔపෝሻ
ଶே
௜ୀଵ  (6) 
 
Where ݔ௜ is observed SFR, and ݔపෝ  is adjusted SFR by HCM or JSTE guideline. 
Since JSTE guideline recommends an adjustment factor of 0.85 for all the cases in Scenario  with left-turn 
proportion higher than 0.5, the analysis interval is set as 0.1 until left-turn proportion reaches 0.5. And the analysis 
results for left-turn proportion ranging from 0.5 to 1 are aggregated as shown in Table 2. For the detailed analysis, 
observed and adjusted SFRs show a gradually downward tendency as left-turn proportion increases. However, 
compared to HCM within a certain left-turn proportion, JSTE guideline overestimates the SFR even further for 
shared left-turn lane. It revealed the ideal SFR of 2000 vphgpl seemed higher to serve as the base for shared lane 
SFR adjustment. While as the turning proportion increases, the estimation deviations increase faster. It implies that 
through and left-turn traffic interaction becomes more random and complex, making it difficult for the explicit 
models proposed in guidelines to capture the effect of shared departure. In addition, the adjustment equations in 
guidelines were developed under various assumptions, e.g. constant turning deceleration. These assumptions may be 
suitable for some ideal conditions, but clearly, it is not so applicable for the stochastic SFR estimation of shared lane 
due to irregularity of traffic condition and mixed vehicle characteristics. For this reason, a range of SFR values can 
be achieved under one left-turn proportion without pedestrian interference. Accordingly, the explicit form may not 
be specified easily.  
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Table 2 Comparison of observed and adjusted SFRs for shared left-turn lane in Scenario 1 
 
Left-turn 
Proportion 
Sample 
Size 
Mean (Std. dev) MAPE RMSE 
Observed 
SFR HCM JSTE 
Observation 
v.s. HCM
Observation 
v.s. JSTE
Observation 
v.s. HCM
Observation 
v.s. JSTE
0-0.1 7 1637(95) 1705(8) 1873(22) 6.35% 14.78% 116 258 
0.1-0.2 24 1613(193) 1684(11) 1822(23) 10.19% 15.58% 203 284 
0.2-0.3 36 1545(172) 1656(7) 1765(29) 11.41% 16.64% 201 281 
0.3-0.4 38 1474(233) 1631(16) 1709(34) 16.98% 20.55% 277 325 
0.4-0.5 29 1469(220) 1604(16) 1645(34) 17.67% 19.73% 269 295 
0.5-1 82 1445(235) 1568(35) 1661(43) 14.57% 18.79% 242 303 
MAPE of all samples 14.14% 18.41%   
RMSE of all samples 239 299 
5.2. Scenario 2: with pedestrian and bicycle interference 
5.2.1 Shared left-turn lane blockage probability 
As mentioned in the section of background, lane blockage usually happens in shared left-turn lane and 
contributes to a reduction of SFR estimation. However, previous research on SFR prediction does not give enough 
attention to this phenomenon even its impact. For this reason, this study aims to investigate the causes for lane 
blockage occurrence and evaluate the impacts of some identified significant factors. Herein the related factors on 
geometric characteristics, traffic flow conditions and signal control are screened out, as shown in Table 3. 
Correspondingly, a binary variable YorN (0: lane blockage occurrence; 1: no lane blockage occurrence) is 
introduced to classify all the saturated cycle samples in share left-turn lane. Then all the variables were input into 
SPSS as initial interprets. A correlation analysis, taking YorN as dependent variable and the others as independent 
variables, was conducted first. The results show that at the significance level of 95%, Number of Through Lane 
(NoTL), Pedestrian and Bicycle volume (PB), Left-turn Proportion (LP), Green Time (GT), Left-turn Radius (LR) 
and Number of Receiving Lane (NoRL) are related to the occurring probability of lane blockage in shared left-turn 
lane. 
 
Table 3 Summary of influencing factors on the SFR of share left-turn lane 
 
 Influencing factors Correlation analysis results 
Geometric Characteristics 
Intersection Size y Not significantly related 
No. of TH Lane y Positively related
Lane Width y Not significantly related
Left-turn Radius y Negatively related
No. of Receiving Lane y Negatively related
Traffic flow conditions 
Pedestrians and Bicycles y Positively related 
Queue Length y Not significantly related 
Left-turning Proportion y Positively related 
Percentage of Heavy Vehicles y Not significantly related 
Signal control Cycle Length y Not significantly related Green Time y Positively related
 
Among them, NoTL, PB, LP and GT are found to be positively related to the variable YorN. For detailed analysis, 
NoTL usually corresponds to through traffic distribution within both straight-through and shared left-turn lanes. 
With more through lanes available, through traffic tends to use less shared lanes and try to avoid the delay 
associated with the filtering left-turn traffic. Furthermore, PB and LP are the two most significant factors upon 
which lane blockage is largely dependent. This result has also been demonstrated by lots of previous research 
(Rouphail et al., 1998; Allen et al., 1998). At last, longer green time, to some extent, increases the confliction chance 
between left-turn traffic and crossing pedestrians, thus corresponding to a high probability of lane blockage. Also it 
should be noted that the pedestrian green phase usually ends 5 seconds earlier than the green phase (plus yellow 
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time) for vehicles. This short green interval would be crucial for SFR estimation in shared lane since both through 
and left-turn vehicles could fully utilize it without interruption. 
On the other hand, Left-turning Radius (LR) and Number of Receiving Lane (NoRL) are found to be negatively 
related to the variable YorN. LR directly determines the maximum storage number of left-turn vehicles within 
turning areas, thus blockage probability increases when continuous left-turn vehicles exceed the storage number and 
filter through opposed flows at the same time. NoRL is another factor relative to left-turning choices. For the cases 
when NoRL is larger than that of shared left-turn lane, potential over-taking behaviors spread the left-turn traffic. 
More left-turn vehicles can be held around turning corner, thus less influence on following vehicles contributing to a 
lower blockage probability. 
Furthermore, Intersection Size (IS), Lane Width (LW), Queue Length (QL), Percentage of Heavy Vehicles 
(PoHV) and Cycle Length (CL) are found to be not significantly correlated with the occurring probability of lane 
blockage. It is worth mentioning that being different from straight-through lane, QL or traffic pressure as stated in 
through headway research, is not so related to shared lane blockage based on the results. The analysis attributes it to 
shared left-turn lane selection. Understandable, during smoothing departure periods, shared lane is of less utilization 
by both left and through traffic, thus bearing less pressure correspondingly. While during near or over saturated 
periods, through vehicles have not so many lane selection choices within the approach. A higher through traffic 
utilization of shared lane, to the contrary, weakens the confliction probability even under high traffic pressure. 
However, to solid this conclusion, more comprehensive surveys should be conducted in future. 
In aiming to quantify the lane blockage probability, the two most significant factors, PB and LP are taken as 
independent variables in a developed two binary logistic regression model. Altogether, 347 saturated cycle samples 
are used for model building. The derived equation is shown below. 
 
 ൌ ͳ Τ ሺͳ ൅ ሾെሺͷǤͲͲ͵ ൅ ͲǤͲͲͺ ൅ ͷǤͶͶ͵ሻሿ)   (7) 
 
Where  refers to the lane blockage probability. 
Both PB and LP are effective to the occurring probability of shared left-turn lane blockage at 95% significance 
level, through R2 value is a little bit lower, 0.447. In addition, it is demonstrated that 79.5 percent of all the cases 
were correctly classified by the model. For a better understanding, several sets of PB and LP were tested for the 
regression model. Their interrelationship with lane blockage probability is exhibited in Figure 4. It was found that 
under the same pedestrian and bicycle volume, the lane blockage probability increases with the rising left-turn 
proportion. The trend becomes more pronounced when left-turn proportion exceeding 0.5. It is easily understandable. 
In extreme cases, when left-turn proportion equals to 1, the shared lane becomes a de facto left-turn lane. Under this 
situation, even minimal pedestrian volume would cause so high a lane blockage probability exceeding 0.5.  
  
Fig. 4. Shared left-turn lane blockage probability under certain PB and LP 
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5.2.2 SFR field observation versus HCM and JSTE guideline 
Again, HCM and JSTE guideline are selected for the comparative analysis against SFR field observation. The 
conflict-zone-occupancy approach in HCM is applied for SFR adjustment dealing with pedestrian-bicycle blockage. 
With respect to JSTE guideline, the left-turn adjustment factors based on simulation results are used for estimation. 
Figure 5 shows the results of the observed and the estimated values for SFR by HCM and JSTE. For a better 
understanding, the sensitivity of two methods was tested by classifying left-turn proportions under different levels of 
opposing flow. The mean value, standard deviation, as well as MAPE and RMSE, were calculated as to detailed 
sensitivity analysis. Table 4 shows the comparison results. 
Here too, both HCM and JSTE gave overestimation results, which diverge significantly from the observed SFR 
values under higher opposed flow volumes. For instance, in the cases with the pedestrian-bicycle volume varying 
from 400 to 600 per hour, the estimation difference becomes pronounced as left-turn proportion increases. It even 
reached 28.85% by HCM and 23.82% by JSTE as to a left-turn proportion between 0.6 to 0.8. It is indicative of 
more random arrival and stochastic interaction between vehicles and opposed flows within this range, where the 
empirical approach in HCM and the simulation approach in JSTE may show drawbacks to accurately follow the 
stochastic influences.  
On average, JSTE overestimates the SFR of shared left-turn lane even further, attributable perhaps to the base 
SFR value for adjustment, 2000 vphgpl, which has the most direct influence on the estimation results. Another 
possible reason is that ideal filtering departure in the simulation of shared lane may deviate far from expectation, not 
reflected in the moderate adjustment factors suggested for share lane by JSTE.  
Meanwhile, it should be noted that pedestrian and bicycle volumes in the suvey sites are not significant enough. 
Only small samples are bearing large opposed volumes, e.g. over 800 per hour. It may somewhat affect the validity 
of the analysis results. To solid the conclusion and determine concrete boundary values for analysis, more field 
observations with large pedestrian volume are needed. 
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of Observed SFRs and Adjusted SFRs by HCM and JSTE guideline in Scenario  
 
Table 4 Comparison of observed and adjusted SFRs for shared left-turn lane in Scenario  
 
Left-turn 
Proportion 
Pedestrian 
and 
Bicycle 
Volume 
(No. per 
hour) 
Sample 
Size 
Mean (Std. dev) MAPE RMSE 
Observed SFR HCM JSTE Observation v.s. HCM 
Observation 
v.s. JSTE 
Observ
ation 
v.s. 
HCM
Obser
vation 
v.s. 
JSTE
0-0.2 0-200 24 1651(214) 1692(102) 1816(98) 12.48% 14.41% 237 286 
 
200-400 23 1622(231) 1626(96) 1791(99) 15.66% 14.45% 280 266 
 
400-600 4 1573(172) 1546(74) 1802(75) 10.50% 16.01% 177 286 
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>600 7 1524(151) 1586(121) 1785(69) 5.82% 12.81% 247 130 
0.2-0.4 0-200 46 1543(175) 1622(88) 1697(99) 10.62% 13.69% 199 253 
 
200-400 33 1443(177) 1561(101) 1589(91) 11.70% 13.14% 205 233 
 
400-600 8 1349(142) 1513(117) 1542(115) 13.42% 15.09% 229 235 
 
>600 3 1311(343) 1519(94) 1539(108) 22.56% 24.59% 330 240 
0.4-0.6 0-200 49 1435(156) 1496(105) 1601(92) 11.25% 15.01% 186 244 
 
200-400 34 1327(210) 1451(142) 1491(89) 16.61% 18.79% 253 290 
 
400-600 7 1191(196) 1399(127) 1402(128) 20.96% 23.75% 276 302 
 
>600 3 1192(282) 1484(140) 1382(251) 26.98% 20.16% 225 121 
0.6-0.8 0-200 46 1414(234) 1430(121) 1473(141) 13.95% 17.36% 234 288 
 
200-400 36 1241(214) 1354(164) 1352(111) 18.59% 18.45% 257 256 
 
400-600 4 1014(181) 1285(86) 1231(70) 28.85% 23.82% 296 262 
 
>600 1 - - - - - - - 
0.8-1 0-200 12 1336(233) 1386(222) 1406(108) 18.60% 17.21% 285 249 
 
200-400 13 1108(320) 1090(266) 1323(123) 27.54% 33.20% 489 388 
 
>400 0 - - - - - - - 
MAPE of all samples 
   
14.63% 16.39%   
RMSE of all samples 
     
247 266 
5.2.3 Shared left-turn lane SFR modeling 
To quantify the effect of lane blockage and related influencing factors on SFR estimation in shared left-turn lane, 
a multiple linear regression analysis was performed based on the data with or without lane blockage respectively. 
The results are presented in Table 5 and 6. 
 
Table 5 Least square fitting for SFR data samples without lane blockage 
 
Variable Unit R-Square Coefficient Std. Error t-value P-value 
Intercept  
0.553 
1701.52 58.70 28.99 0.000 
Queue length veh/cycle 34.02 2.84 11.99 0.000 
Green time second -15.32 1.81 -8.46 0.000 
Number of through lanes  -123.77 18.34 -6.75 0.000 
 
Table 6 Least square fitting for SFR data samples with lane blockage 
 
Variable Unit R-Square Coefficient Std. Error t-value P-value 
Intercept  
0.591 
1758.80 88.72 19.83 0.000 
Left-turn proportion  -286.50 59.65 -4.80 0.000 
Pedestrian and bicycle volume volume/hour -0.36 0.09 -4.09 0.000 
Queue length veh/cycle 37.26 4.06 9.18 0.000 
Green time second -17.75 2.23 -8.00 0.000 
 
The models in Table 5 and 6 can explain about 55% and 59% of the variation in observed SFR samples 
respectively. And all the coefficients are significant at the 95% confidence level. Through carefully analyzing the 
model coefficients, some implications could be identified. 
In the cases without lane blockage, the model as shown in Table 5 suggest that for an approach with one through 
lane and one share left-turn lane, its shared lane SFR would have a rate of about 124 vphgpl less than an approach 
with no through lane. The effect of lane choice or selection plays a key role on shared departure efficiency. Besides, 
the effect of queue length is higher with an increase in the rate by 34 vphgpl for one vehicle per cycle increase in the 
discharging queue. To the contrary, green time displays a negative effect against shared left-turn SFR estimation. 
One possible reason refers to the “traffic pressure” as stated in the state-of-art headway research. On the other hand, 
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the effect of left-turn proportion is less pronounced provided no lane blockage. Shared departure did not show 
significant deviations in these cases. 
For the model with lane blockage, as illustrated in Table 6, left-turn proportion plays a dominant role for SFR 
estimation. In other words, the influence of lane blockage would be more severe as to a larger left-turn proportion. 
In addition, the effect of opposed flow, pedestrians and bicycles, are added in. Nevertheless, the data samples 
presented did not suffer from heavy pedestrian or bicycle volumes, so that the coefficient implicates a less effect, 36 
vphgpl reduction per 100 volume. Moreover, the increased effect can be found as to queue length and green time if 
compared to the cases without lane blockage. One explanation is that they are closely related to the potential impact 
or lasting time of lane blockage, thus responsible for the rising effect on SFR estimation. Besides, it is worth 
mentioning that the influence of Number of through lane becomes not significant in the lane-blockage cases. It 
implies even if the shared lane is blocked, through traffic shifting to neighboring through lanes would cause less 
influence for shared lane SFR estimation. 
More data, especially saturated cycle samples with heavier pedestrian or bicycle influences, are expected in the 
future for use as a basis for the determination of SFR estimation model. Meanwhile, lane blockage probability and 
its effect could be interpreted in more detail with a combination of left-turn proportion and opposed flow rates. 
6. Conclusions and future work 
On the basis of the above discussion and the analysis of results comparing both theoretical approaches and field 
observations, the following conclusions on shared left-turn lane SFR estimation could be drawn: 
y For all the cases with or without pedestrian and bicycle interference, both HCM and JSTE guideline appear 
to overestimate the shared left-turn SFR in Japan. Moreover, compared to HCM, JSTE guideline 
overestimates the SFR even further. One direct reason can be ascribed to the ideal SFR of 2000 vphgpl 
recommended by JSTE serving as the base for shared left-turn SFR adjustment. 
y In testing the sensitivity of each method, under a certain level of left-turn proportion, the estimation errors 
by both manuals increase with the rising pedestrian and bicycle volume. It is indicative of more random 
arrival and stochastic interaction between vehicles and opposed flows within this range, where the 
empirical approach in HCM and the simulation approach in JSTE guideline may show drawbacks to 
accurately follow the stochastic influences. 
y As to the common lane blockage phenomenon in shared left-turn lane, the results show at the significance 
level of 95%, Number of Through Lane (NoTL), Pedestrian and Bicycle volume (PB), Left-turn Proportion 
(LP), Green Time (GT), Left-turning Radius (LR) and Number of Receiving Lanes (NoRL) are related to 
the occurring probability of lane blockage in shared left-turn lane. Note that Queue Length (QL) or traffic 
pressure as stated in lots of headway research is not found closely related to shared lane blockage in this 
study. 
y Based on all the saturated data cycles, two empirical SFR estimation models were made for the cases with 
or without shared lane blockage respectively. In both models, queue length and green time were found 
significantly related to the estimation results.  
Due to insufficient saturated cycle samples available in this study, the analysis may be limited in scope and 
quantitative evaluation. To solid the initial conclusions, firstly more comprehensive surveys should be conducted in 
the future. Secondly, microscopic analysis on the stochastic interactions between pedestrians, left-turn and through 
vehicles would help interpret conflict mechanism and contribute to stochastic SFR estimation considering lane 
blockage probability. Thirdly, based on stochastic SFRs, capacity or delay reliability at signalized intersections 
should be further explored as well as their implications for signal control and operational performance evaluation. 
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